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Intro

Right now, it’s estimated that 53% of the world’s population uses social
media. Just let that sink in for a second. That’s half of the planet.

Every day, all over the world, billions of people log into social media  
to connect with friends, seek out entertainment, learn new things,  
and buy products.
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The world has changed. Everything is

info in one place anywhere else on  

increasingly digital. It doesn’t matter  

the web.


whether you’re an online-only business  
or a real-world enterprise that prides itself  
on offline commerce – you still need social
media to survive and thrive. It’s that
simple.

On top of that, these ideas are proven  
to work (we’ve used most of them – and  
to great effect). Handpicked by our team  
of social media and video marketing
experts, we’re confident they’ll help
transform your social media output.

Let’s get into it.

Just look at the stats: 97% of marketers
are using social media. 

Why? Because it works.
78% of salespeople outsell their peers  
by using social media for their business. 

How? Well, that’s what we’re here  
to tell you.
This ebook contains 42 simple but
powerful content ideas that anyone can
use to improve their performance on social
media. To make it even easier, we’ve split  
the ebook into 5 sections, looking at  
the most popular social media platforms
out there: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn,
TikTok and Twitter. You won’t find all this

Facebook

The biggest social media platform on the planet, Facebook is home  
to a mind-blowing 2.8 billion monthly active users. With so many
engaged eyeballs in one place, Facebook is a no-brainer for any business
or organization.
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1. Jump On Trending Topics

be; why you started in the first place; your
dreams and your everyday mission. Share
this with your followers and they’re more
likely to buy into your business.

How you do it depends on you. Simple
written posts are the easiest way to share  

By jumping on a trending topic with a post,

your story. But if you want to really

you’ll not only boost engagement but

connect, make a short video instead. On

reach, too.


average, videos gain more engagement

Just take a look at what’s trending and use

than other posts on Facebook.

the relevant #hashtag in your post. The
trick is tying it to your business in a fresh
and funny way. It seems simple, but timing  
is everything with this one.

“Trending topics allow you and your brand
to stay relevant while also sharing some  
of your core values and beliefs. Now more
than ever, consumers want to get behind
brands morally, too. 

You can find these topics from online news
sites and other social media platforms
such as Instagram and Twitter” – Maiyah
Kenz-Davies, Social Media Content Creator
at Viddyoze.

2. Tell Your Story
Every brand has a story. How you came to

3. Give Your Audience
“Behind The Scenes
Access”
Social media has blown open the concept
of privacy. Now, celebrities, athletes, CEOs,
and even politicians are sharing parts of
their lives that up until very recently
people could only dream of seeing.

Businesses are no different. Show your
followers what’s going on behind the
scenes with candid posts on Facebook. 

You can share photos or short videos
showing off how products work,

introducing new employees… the list goes
on.

4. Live Stream
Connect with your audience in real-time
using a live stream. It’s a great way to
answer questions, launch a new product  
or just check in with your followers.

Make it easier by scheduling your live
streams, letting your followers know when
you’ll be talking, and what you’ll be talking
about. Facebook records the video
playback, which you can then use as a
separate post for the people who missed it
the first time around.

Be sure to make a meme that relates  
to your business. Random content will only
confuse your audience. Promote your
products. Make a joke about your brand
values. Piggyback on cultural trends. 

“Memes are a great way to add some
humor to your feed and humanize your
brand,” says Maiyah Maiyah Kenz-Davies,
Content Creator at Viddyoze. “Some great
examples are Gucci's hilarious Instagram
post and Ruffles' relevant and comical
tweet.”

5. Post Videos

The beauty of video content is that pretty
much anyone can create it. All you need  
is a smartphone to get started. If you’re
new to the video game, check out our
video listing the 5 must-have apps  
for making content using only your phone.

6. Make Your Own Memes
From SpongeBob and Willy Wonka to the
sand-crunching baby that is winning at
life, everybody loves a good meme. They’re
an awesome way to grab attention

7. Go Square On Your
Videos
When it comes to Facebook videos, it’s hip
to be square. By cropping your video into  
a square shape, you’ve got more chances
of engaging your followers.

There are few theories as to why this
happens. The main one being that it takes
up more screen space on mobile and most
Facebook users access the platform  
on their smartphones. Whatever  
the reason,

it’s an easy way to give your videos a

The key is to keep it short and sweet. Use

welcome boost. 


high-quality photos or short videos  

For more tips on video editing, check out
our video.

8. Ask A Question
Why? Because this is the internet – and
everyone has an opinion. But seriously,
asking questions is one of the easiest ways
to engage your audience.

Use existing data to form questions  
(for example, do you receive the same
queries about certain products?), or ask
general questions that relate to your
industry (if there’s a big news story that
ties into what you do, ask people what they
think about it).

9. Show Off Your Products
On Facebook Stories
Facebook Stories is a great way to promote
products to your audience. In fact, that’s
what 50% of Facebook users actually want
to see when they click on a business’s
story.

to tease your new product and encourage
users to find out more. Add in relevant
hashtags (shrink them down so they don’t
take away from your content) to engage
new audiences, too.

Instagram

Since its launch in 2010, Instagram has exploded into a pop culture
phenomenon. Right now, 1 billion people use the platform every month.
Of those, 81% of people use it to research products and services.
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10. Tease Your Products

Maybe you’re a travel company and you
post a “beach of the week” photo every

Show off your stuff – without overdoing it.
Friday. You could be a hardware store
Share high-quality images of your
posting simple DIY tips on a Tuesday (see
beautiful gear, while focusing on
what we did there?).

something else in the post’s text.

It’s a great way to hook people in and
Talk about a sale. Offer a discount code.
boost interest in your brand. It works for us
Plug your website or app. Make a joke  
(check out our Template Of The Week
or advertise an event. The trick is to let
series for inspiration).
your products do the talking, while the text
(whatever it may be) offers that little bit

12. Use Instagram  

more of an incentive to investigate. 


Multi-Image Posts

“Beauty brand Glossier does this really
well,” explains Maiyah. “It knows its
audience and avoids using too many

Use multiple images to tell a story about
your products or business with a multiimage post. 


boring stock-photo-esque product
images. instead, Glossier opt for more
natural posts, showing products as if they
were on your shelf at home.”

If you sell a physical product, use this
function to show it from different angles.
Selling a service? Make a slideshow of it  
in action. In the catering biz? Show your

11. Recurring Content  

culinary creations step by step.  

Is King

By showing your audience more of what
you sell, you’re more likely to see

Create a theme that suits your products  
conversions.
or services and post it weekly using
images, custom graphics, or short videos.

13. Encourage And Repost
User Generated Content
(UGC)
Good content doesn’t just come  
from brands. Sometimes, the best posts
come from your audience. User-generated
content is an awesome way to build brand
trust – it’s proof your stuff works.

Keep an eye out for posts that involve your
business (hopefully, your users will tag you
in any content they make) and repost it
regularly. Don’t be afraid to encourage this
yourself, either. Ask your users to share
images and videos of your products.

14. Competition Posts –
Comment And Win!
Competition posts have been around since
the dawn of social media. Why? Because
people love winning free stuff.

Not only is it super easy to do (all you need
is a prize and cool image for the post)  
but it also drives tons of engagement  
with your Instagram account. Win-win.

15. Tag A Friend
Encourage your existing followers to tag  
a friend and help grow your audience.

Do it as part of a competition/giveaway  
or as a standalone post.

Hopefully, you’ll get a healthy boost  
in followers from the post alone. For those
that didn’t follow you, click through  
on their handles and follow them yourself –
around one-third of the people you follow
on Instagram will follow you back. Those
that don’t, well, you can cull them later.

16. Make a Time-Lapse
Video
Take your audience behind the scenes with
an epic time-lapse video. These work
especially well for products or services
that have a particularly interesting process
behind them. We’ve already mentioned
cooking in the multi-image posts, but you
can apply the same logic here.

Other ideas include filming your team
setting up for an event, capturing the
effort that goes into packaging a product
predelivery, or even just documenting a

day – from the every day to the
momentous. Moving office? Shoot

the whole thing and show your followers

your reach and engagement. You can

the journey.


make your videos more engaging  

“‘Pack my order with me’ is a popular trend
for businesses on TikTok, which of course
is making its way to Instagram,” says
Maiyah. “Brands use time-lapse and
encourage viewers to submit their order
numbers in the comments for a chance  
to have their order featured in the next
video.”

with custom animations, too.

18. Make Your Own Video
Series
Instagram is embracing video – big time.
And that means more long-form video.
This is a great opportunity to develop  
a mini-series about your business on  
the platform (whereas previously, you

17. Use Instagram Reels
For Product Tutorials

might have done this just on YouTube).


Instagram’s answer to TikTok, Reels lets

dedicate an episode to a different one

you post short, sharp videos (originally 15

each week. News roundups from your

seconds in length, they can now be a

industry. A Q&A from audience sourced

minute long). They appear in the main

questions. Interviews with different

feed, but also have a separate section  

members of your team. Analyze the

to the rest of Instagram, where you can

performance of your content by heading  

exclusively search for Reels. As a result,

to “Insights”. Here you will be able to see

they can help you reach a bigger audience.

which videos people are engaging with  

If you have multiple products, you could

the most.

Use your 60 seconds to explain and/or
show how a product works. Alternatively,
you could use it for teasers, too. Don’t
forget to add relevant hashtags to max out

LinkedIn

Home of the pros, LinkedIn is the place to win business from other
companies. With engaging content, you’ll also be able to grow your
network – and find the kind of talent that can transform your business,
too.
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19. Repurpose Photos  
With Canva
Canva allows you to customize your
existing photos. For example, overlaying
them with an inspirational quote or adding
in some eye-catching graphics that makes
them stand out.

While these posts will work on any social
media platform, research shows that

a self-made entrepreneur and packaged it
up as a series of lifehacks. This stuff is gold
for LinkedIn, as so many people aspire  
to start their own business. Talk to your
CEO or founder – see if something similar
will work for you.

“How-To Videos have been a staple part  
of my career and progression as an
entrepreneur. What started out as basic
tutorials for simple video hacks, ended up
turning into a huge software business!  
So, create those tutorials! They're also
great for brand exposure, building
authority, and building value with your
audience." - Joey Xoto, Co-founder of

That’s especially true of sponsored posts.

Viddyoze.

Bigger images work best – 1200 x 627,
according to LinkedIn.

a 38% higher CTR

20. Teach With A How-To
Video
That’s right, how-to videos work on
LinkedIn. As this is a professional network,
you’ll want to share something that
benefits users in that space.

For example, we asked our co-founder
Joey Xoto to share his experiences as

21. Use Video Teasers  
(For Longer Videos)
Five times more likely to start a
conversation among users, video is a big
deal on LinkedIn. There are tons of ways to
use video here, but one of the easiest is a
short teaser.

For every video we make, whether that’s

a tutorial, interview, or podcast, we also
make a short intro video for social media.
These teasers give a quick summary,
pulling the viewer in. After a few seconds,
they’re hooked! 

Quick tip: these short videos can be cut
right out of the longer-form content you’ve
already made.

22. Start A Video Series
About Your Industry
Who knows your industry better than you?
Nobody, that’s who. So, use that insider

Not only does this show off your company
values and vibe (who wouldn’t want  
to work for you now?), it can help you
recruit further down the line.

thought leader with a video series.


24. Go Live On LinkedIn
With A Q&A

All you need to do is shoot a short weekly

Boost your brand awareness  

video where you share your expertise, your

with a LinkedIn Live Q&A session. These

opinion on current trends, and so on. Easy

work best with senior leaders (CEOs,

to make, you can do the whole thing in one

founders, etc), and are an engaging way  

take – and then jazz it up with a few

to address your audience about a topic,

custom video animations (we can help you

product, or service.


knowledge to position your brand as a

out there).


Alternatively, you can use LinkedIn Live  

Expand your audience and use the

to launch a new product or service,

relevant hashtags when you share the

promote an event, or to show off your

post.

office or workspace. Remember, people

23. A Day In The Life  
Of Your Business

love to see that authentic “behind the
scenes” content!

Build your brand with a short “day in the

25. Shout About Your Blog

life” video series about your team. Each

Got a blog about your industry? Share it on

week or month, shoot a short video with

LinkedIn and earn some engagement. You

one of your employees. In it, have them

can shrink the url (try bit.ly) and lead in

talk through their role and show what a

with a short comment about the content

“day in the life” looks like for them.

of the blog. We do this all the time (case  
in point).

LinkedIn is all about thought-leadership,
so if you can share some helpful nuggets
about your area of expertise, you’ll likely
increase your reach. Same goes for
ebooks, research reports and case studies
– anything with insight is a winner  
for LinkedIn.

26. Create Custom Images
With Standout Stats
Take a standout stat from your research
(third party works, too, if you don’t have
any of your own) and emphasize it with a
custom graphic or image.

It’s a great conversation starter for
LinkedIn, and a simple way to drive your
audience to a larger piece of content, such
as a case study. For quick, easy and
professional-looking images, we
recommend using Canva.

You can see how we do it here.

TikTok

The new kid on the block, TikTok has fast become one of the most
popular social platforms in the world. As of the summer of 2021,  
3 billion people have downloaded the app. With the vast majority of its
users under 30, it’s also a chance to connect with Gen Z.
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yourself, your business, or your staff.
Check out this compilation to get an idea
of what we mean.

A fresh take on the Q&A format, it’s a funny

27. Look Out For New
Challenges
From finger-clicking sequences  
to morphing photos, new challenges

way to answer some common questions
about your business or industry while
boosting your brand awareness. Keep it
light and throw in a few jokes, too – TikTok
is supposed to be a little silly, remember!

appear on TikTok every week.

The goal here is to extend your reach. Each
trend has a set of hashtags that you can
jump on. Get it right with a killer video and
you could be looking at a viral sensation.
The key is to keep up with the trends –
think of it as market research.

“Our best performing pieces have been
trending challenges, like our This or That
challenge,” says Maiyah. “We tweaked it  
to match our brand but used the same
audio and hashtags of the trending
content to boost engagement.”

28. Nope/Yup Challenge
If you’re new to TikTok, and want to get
started with minimum fuss, you can’t go
far wrong with the Nope/Yup challenge,
which is a playful way to talk about

29. Reach Out To New
Audiences With Trending
Hashtags
Unlike other social media platforms, TikTok
hashtags haven’t been completely
overused and oversaturated – not yet
anyway. Find the right ones for your posts
and you’ve got a great chance of reaching
a new audience.

Before you post a video, see what’s
trending on the platform. 

TikTok’s For You Page will help you find the
most common hashtags used in the
content you like. Alternatively, the Discover
page shows you what’s trending overall.

30. Dance, Dance, Dance

the platform matures, so will the content).
Share tips and tricks that’ll help your users
get the most out of your products or
services. Be educational but make it fun.

32. Show Off Your Best
Sellers With A Video
Highlight a couple of your best-selling
products and explain why people love
them in a short video. 

Research shows that the more active and
animated you are in a video, the more
successful and engaging it will be. An easy
way to do that? Dance.

Dance challenges are rife on TikTok. MC
Hammer, Drake, Doja Cat… every week
there seems to be a new dance craze to
jump on. Keep an eye on current trends
and drop your own version with your team. 

Or you could just create your own.

31. Make A Product Demo

When it comes to product videos, that’s
not always easy – but it is possible.

One way is to make a demo video. The key
is to keep it lighthearted and useful – at
least for now (TikTok’s vibe is definitely
lighthearted, but it’s likely that as

Launch this video when you’re almost out
of stock (and tell your audience this)  
to create a little FOMO on your feed. For
those that don’t buy right away, you’ll have
planted the seed for later when you’ve
ordered your next batch of stock. It’s a
super simple way to get your users
thinking about your products.

33. Reveal How You
Package Your Orders
It might sound boring, but there’s
something incredibly satisfying about
watching a company box up an order  
for delivery. Even better, it’s super easy to
film.

Like we mentioned earlier, this type of
video taps into that “behind the scenes”
vibe that consumers love. It also engages
with your viewers on a human level.
There’s a reason these videos are so
popular on TikTok! Check out this
compilation video for some serious
packaging inspiration.

Twitter

Twitter is one of the trickiest social platforms for businesses to master,
but with 206 million daily monetizable active users, it’s well worth
putting in some time on the Twittersphere. The majority of users  
are over 35, so your content has to appeal to a slightly older crowd than,
say, TikTok or Instagram.
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34. Conduct  
A #Twinterview
Team up with an influencer or industry
expert for a #twinterview and grow your
following. It’s basically a Q&A exchange
over Twitter – a short, snappy interview
that’s conducted in real-time using tweets.

Be sure to pick a relevant subject with  
a large following so you can piggyback off
their reach. Ultimately, your goal is  
to reveal yourself to like-minded followers,
boost your following and increase your
brand awareness.

35. Share Thoughts  
On Industry News

36. Make Your Own Gif
Twitter is made for gifs. Just like Facebook,
they’re an awesome, easy way to grab
attention and grow your brand awareness. 

Whether you’re posting an update about a
new product, introducing a new team
member or jumping on an existing

Offer your opinion on news or events that

trending gif, the important thing is to keep

affect your industry. Again, throw in some

it light-hearted and funny. Here’s how to

hashtags to extend your reach and grow

make one. Remember, you can use

your following (think small effort, big

Viddyoze to transform your video

impact). This is one of the easiest  

animations into gifs.

and quickest ways to post on Twitter.  

37. Launch Twitter Only
Animated Promo Codes

Your unique take will stand out.

Use Twitter to launch a sale with a promo
code exclusive to the social media
platform. It’s a savvy way of growing your
audience on the platform – and earning
more sales at the same time. Instead  
of using a simple image tile, increase your
After all, in a globalized, super-connected

engagement with an animated promo code

world, you’re likely to be affected in some

(which you can make easily with Viddyoze).

way. Be sure to ask plenty of questions

The dynamic quality of the promo will help

and engage directly with your audience.

make it stand out.

38. Deliver Twitter

40. Offer Tips To Your

Tutorials

Audience

That’s right – tutorial videos work across

The best brands educate and inspire their

all social media platforms, and Twitter is  

followers. So, offer free tips and advice

no different.

about your industry on a regular basis on
Twitter. 


This is an easy way to increase your online
presence and position yourself as a
thought leader. Depending on your

10 times more engagement

resource, you can either write directly into
Twitter, link to a blog or share a short
video. For more tips on how to make killer

Simply pick a product or a service  

videos, check out our YouTube channel.

and explain how it works. We recommend
you keep it short and snappy. Even though
the platform allows videos up to 140
seconds long, around 15 seconds is the
optimal time (and that’s according to
Twitter itself).

39. Run A Poll

41. Get Your Customers To
Make A Video Testimonial

You can run regular polls using Twitter’s

Nothing says “awesome business” like  

own tools – it only takes a couple of

a customer testimonial. With video, you

minutes to put one together.


can ramp up the engagement and prove
your products are brilliant at the same

Ask your audience questions about your
time.

products, ask for feedback on your existing
content, or wade in on current debates

Ask your fans to make a short video

with your own questions. Once you have all

explaining what they love about your

the answers you can analyze the feedback

products and why. To keep it simple, ask

and use it to make more content.

them to answer 5 simple questions using

their smartphone camera. In addition  
to the content, this is a great way  
to connect with your customer base.

42. Promote Your Other
Content
Got a blog about your industry? Maybe
you’ve just finished a white paper or a
piece of research. Tweet about it.

For each piece of content, schedule two  
or three follow-up tweets, too – it’s all
about maximizing your posting potential.
The more frequently you tweet, the more
followers and engagement you’re likely to
get. At the same time, don’t forget to
respond or acknowledge replies or
retweets. On Twitter, interaction is golden.

Start Sharing
Your Content Now

By now, you should be ready to start
posting across all your social media
platforms. But before you go make that
viral TikTok video or reel out a hit Reel (we
couldn’t help ourselves, sorry), there’s just
a few more things you need to know.

No matter what you share, the most
important thing is to do it often, to be
consistent, and to always keep your
audience in mind. Do these 3 key things –
using a few of the ideas we’ve mentioned
here – and success will follow. We’re sure
of that because it’s what we do. Just
check out our platforms and you’ll see.

And remember, no one of these ideas will
work in isolation. To drive engagement,
increase reach, and earn more sales, you’ll
need to devise a proper social media
strategy for each channel. These post
ideas are the building blocks you’ll need to
create an epic plan for your socials. We
know, because we’ve used these ideas
ourselves. It’s worked out pretty well for
us.
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For more advice about the technical side
of video content, head over to our blog, as
well as our YouTube channel and sign up to
our newsletter and subscribe. We’ve got
tons of tutorials, how-to videos, and
explainers to help you create some
awesome videos. Made by experts, it’s all
free and easy to apply. You won’t find this
amount of incredible content anywhere
else!

About Viddyoze

Founded in 2015, Viddyoze is a SaaS
technology company on a mission to make
video creation accessible to all.

It’s why our innovative, web-based
platform can be used by anyone. With
Viddyoze, every single individual,
entrepreneur, organization, and business
in the world can easily and confidently
create better, more effective, and
engaging video content – and achieve
incredible results, too.

You don’t need any technical skills to use
Viddyoze. Simply log in, browse through
our huge menu of templates, pick your
recipe, personalize it with some toppings,

and then put your order in (stick with us…
we have a food thing going on here). The
magic then happens in the digital oven –
swiftly. And once your video has baked, as
we put it, it’s all yours – simply share and
reap the rewards. It really is that easy.

We’re passionate about video – we always
have been. It’s our way of capturing,
shaping and making sense of the world. We
believe that it’s one of the most powerful
ways that we can communicate with one
another in the 21st century – which is why
the power to create unforgettable video
content should be universally accessible.
Our goal, our aspiration as a business, is  
to make that happen through automation.

